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Suppose KG is a prime nonsingular group algebra with maximal right quotient 
ring Q. We show that if N is a normal subgroup of G having only countable 
conjugacy classes and KN has no uniform right ideals, then Q is directly infinite 
and In KN = 0 for any proper ideal I of Q. Using an intersection theorem 
due to Zalesskil we deduce that when G is soluble Q is a simple ring. We develop 
another intersection theorem and apply it to the case where G is either a periodic 
linear group or a certain type of uncountable wreath product. 
Suppose Q is the maximal right quotient ring (MRQ ring) of a prime (right) 
nonsingular ring R. As Q is prime, regular and right self-injective, its (two-sided) 
ideals are well-ordered by inclusion (see Goodearl [7, Theorem 81). However Q 
need not be a simple ring. In fact, examples can be found where Q is not simple 
and has nonzero socle (any infinite-dimensional full linear ring will do), or where 
Q is not simple and does have zero socle (here one could take a full linear ring 
T = End, V, where V is a vector space over the countable field K such that 
dim, V > 2x~, and consider R = T/sot T). But when R is a prime nonsingular 
group algebra KG some simplification seems to occur. In Hannah [lo] it was 
shown that, for many classes of groups, the presence of uniform right ideals in 
KG (that is, having nonzero socle in Q) forces Q to be simple. On the other hand, 
Hannah and O’Meara [ 11, Theorem 1.71 proved 
THEOREM A. Suppose KG is a prime mmsingular group algebra with 760 
unifwm r$ht ideals. If G is a CC-group then @KG) is simple atzd directly in..m~te. 
Here a CC-group is a group whose conjugacy classes are all countable, and 
Q(R) denotes the MRQ ring of the ring R. 
As Theorem A remains true if we replace the group algebra KG by an arbitrary 
countable-dimensional algebra (see [ll, Theorem 1.31) it is conceivable that 
Theorem A is merely a consequence of the countability hypothesis rather than 
an indication of some special property of group algebras. However, in this paper 
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we shall extend Theorem A to include many groups having no nontrivial 
countable conjugacy classes. 
In Section 1 we study countable insulators in prime group algebras and use 
them to obtain the following generalization of Theorem A. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose KG is prime nonsingula.~ and N is a normal subgroup 
of G. If N is a CC-group and KN has no uniform right ideals then Q(KG) is 
directly injinite and, for any proper ideal I of Q(KG), I n KN = 0. 
Theorem 1.3 leads us to consider groups G having an intersection theorem 
with respect to some normal subgroup N (in other words, every nonzero ideal 
of KG contains a nonzero element of KN). Such theorems have proved very 
useful in investigating group algebras and in Section 2 we use one developed by 
Zalesskii [19] for soluble group algebras to prove: 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose G is a soluble group such that KG is prime and non- 
singular. Then either KG is strongly prime or Q(KG) is simple and directly injinite. 
In particular it follows that Q(KG) in Theorem 2.3 is always a simple, right 
self-injective ring. We conclude Section 2 by discussing which of the three kinds 
of simple rings studied by Goodearl and Handelman in [8] (namely, simple 
Artinian or simple and directly infinite or simple, directly finite but not Artinian) 
can occur as Q(KG) when G is soluble. 
Finally, in Section 3, we look at generalized CC-groups and develop another 
intersection theorem which we use to show that Q(KG) is simple when KG is 
prime nonsingular and G is either a periodic linear group or a certain type of 
uncountable wreath product. 
PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows K denotes a field, G a group and KG the group algebra of G 
over K. 
For general background material (often implicitly assumed) we refer the reader 
to Faith [4], Passman [13, 141 and Robinson [16]. 
If R is a ring (always associative with identity) and X is a subset of R we denote 
the left annihilator of X in R by 1,(X) or simply I(X). Similarly we write rR(X) 
or r(X) for the right annihilator of X in R. 
We shall call the two-sided ideals of R simply ideals of R. We say that R is 
simple if 0 and R are the only ideals of R. 
If a is a nonzero element of R, a right insulator for a in R is a subset X of R 
such that r(uX) = 0. Similarly a left insulator is a subset X’ such that Z(X’a) = 0. 
Following Handelman and Lawrence [9] we say that R is (right) strongly prime if 
each nonzero element of R has a finite right insulator in R or, equivalently, if each 
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nonzero ideal of R contains a finitely generated left ideal with zero right annihi- 
lator. Any simple ring is strongly prime. 
A (right) strongly prime ring R is said to be bounded strongly prime if there is 
an integer m such that each nonzero element of R has a right insulator of at most 
m elements. If n is the least such integer m we say that R is (rkht) SP(n). If R 
is strongly prime but no such m exists we say that R is SP( 00). 
We say that R is directlyfinite if, for any a, b E R, ub = 1 implies that ba : 1. 
Otherwise we say that R is directly infinite. 
If >4, B are right R-modules and there is an R-monomorphism A -+ B we 
write A 5 B and say that A is subisomorphic to B. 
In general we shall follow, without further comment, the terminology of 
Robinson [16] for groups. Our one exception to this rule is our definition of 
CC-groups: following Hill [12, page 2431 we say that G is a CC-group if every 
element of G has only countably many distinct conjugates in G or, equivalently, 
if [G : Co(g)] < N,, for each g E G. This is considerably more general than 
Robinson’s notion bearing the same name (see [16, page 1271). 
For any group G we write 
and 
d(G) - {g E G: g has only finitely many G-conjugates} 
A i(G) == {g E A(G): g has finite order}. 
Then A(G) and A+(G) are characteristic subgroups of G. Furthermore, 
A(G)/A+(G) is a torsion-free abelian group and A+(G) is the union of the finite 
normal subgroups of G (see [ 16, Lemma 4.31 and Theorem 4.321). We call A(G) 
the FC-centre of G or the FC-subgroup of G. If G =- A(G) we say that G is an 
FC-group. 
Connell [3, Theorem 81 has shown that the group algebra KG is a prime ring 
if and only if A(G) is torsion-free (that is, A+(G) = 1). For conditions under 
which KG is nonsingular see, for instance, Snider [17]. 
1. COUNTABILITY IN PRIME GROUP ALGEBRAS 
In this section we find a countability condition satisfied by all prime group 
algebras and use it to improve Theorem A. This condition is given by our first 
result : 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose KG is a prime group algebra. Each nonzero a E KG has 
a countable left (and right) insulator in G (that is, there is a countable subset X of G 
such that Z,,(xa: x E X) = 0). 
Proof. Since supp a is finite and A+(G) = 1, it is easy to construct a countable 
subgroup H of G such that supp a C H and A+(H) = 1. Then KH is a prime 
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ring and so Z&XC x E H) = 0. Because KG is free as a right KH-module it 
follows that &,(~a: x E H) = 0 and so H will do as the left (and, indeed, as the 
right) insulator. 
Suppose now that KG is a prime, nonsingular group algebra. Since Q(KG) is 
a right quotient ring of KG, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that each nonzero 
element of Q(KG) has a countable right insulator. As the existence of finite right 
insulators would force Q(KG) to be simple (since Q(KG) would be strongly 
prime; see Handelman and Lawrence [9, Proposition 11.3]), it would be reason- 
able to expect that having countable insulators would restrict Q(KG) to having 
at most one proper ideal. However, there are prime, regular, right self-injective 
rings Q in which each nonzero element has a countable right insulator but which 
have arbitrarily many ideals. For instance, if Q is the full linear ring End, V’ 
(where V is a vector space over the field K, and endomorphisms are written on 
the left) then each nonzero element of Q has a countable right insulator if and 
only if dim, I’ < 1 K IHo so that, by choosing K large enough, we can have as 
many ideals in Q as we like. 
It is interesting to note that such a full linear ring has countable left insulators 
for each of its nonzero elements if and only if dim, V = N, . In particular such a 
ring would have at most one proper ideal. In fact, it is not too hard to show, using 
Goodearl’s description of the ideals of a prime, regular, right self-injective 
ring Q (see [7, Proposition 15]), that if each nonzero element of Q has a countable 
left insulator then H(N,) is the only possible proper ideal of Q. However, we 
cannot use the same reasoning as above to deduce from Lemma 1.1 that every 
nonzero element of Q(KG) has a countable Zeft insulator: we do not necessarily 
know that each nonzero left ideal of Q(KG) contains a nonzero element of KG 
since we are assuming only that Q(KG) is the maximal right quotient ring of KG. 
Nevertheless, it is the left insulators which we shall use. Firstly we need an 
easy lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R be any ring, and let A and B be right R-modules. If B is 
nonsingular and Hom,(A, B) # 0 there are nonzero submodules A’ C A and 
B’ C B such that A’ z B’. 
Proof. Let f: A -+ B be a nonzero R-homomorphism. As f(A) is a non- 
singular R-module, kerf cannot be a large submodule of A. Hence there is a 
nonzero submodule A’ of A such that A’ n ker f = 0. Putting B’ = f (A’) G A’ 
then completes the proof. 
We can now prove the main result of this section, a generalization of 
Theorem A. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose KG is prime nonsingular and N is a normal subgroup of 
G. If N is a CC-group and KN has no uniform right ideals then HKG) is directly 
infinite and, for any proper ideal I of Q(KG), I n KN = 0. 
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Proof. Let Q = Q(KG). It is enough to show that for any nonzero a E KN 
there is a large right ideal L of KG such thatL 5 aKG. Since it then follows that 
Q ,< aQ (as Q is regular and right self-injective) and since we can make sure 
that aKN is not a large right ideal of KN (as KN has no uniform right ideals), 
& must be directly infinite. Furthermore if f : Q---f aQ is the monomorphism we 
have found and if f (1) = ay (say) then ro(ay) = 0 and so, as Q is regular, 
1 = xay EQ~Q for some x EQ. Thus QaQ = Q and the second assertion 
follows too. 
So we suppose that 0 # a E KN. Because KN has no uniform right ideals 
there are nonzero elements a, , a2 ,. . . in aKN such that the right ideals a,KN, 
a,KN ,... are independent. As KG is prime we can, by Lemma 1.1, find a 
countable subset X of G such that, for each positive integer n, ZKc(xa,: x E X) = 
0. In particular we have, for each n, Z&an% x E X) = 0 where, of course, a,” = 
xa,x-l. 
Now let 
H = (g? x E X u {l}, g E nfil supp an)” 
which is a countable normal subgroup of N because N is a CC-group. Let F be 
the subfield of K generated by the coefficients of all the a,, . Then FH is a 
countable nonsingular ring (nonsingular by [17, Lemma 31 and [2, (2.511 since 
F is a subfield of K and His subnormal in G). Suppose b, , b, ,... is an enumera- 
tion of the nonzero elements of FH. 
We now use an inductive construction similar to that in [l 1, Theorem 1 .I] 
to find a large right ideal L of FH such that L . KG 5 aKG. (It should be noted 
however that, in general, we will not have L ,( uFH.) 
Step 1. As b, # 0 there is some x E X such that b,a,* # 0. Hence there 
is a nonzero FH-homomorphism a,“FH --f b,FH (given by left multiplication 
by b,). As b,FH is nonsingular there is, by Lemma 1.2, some nonzero b; E b,FH 
such that b;FH 5 a,“FH. Because K is free over F and H is a subgroup of G, 
we get b;KG 2 a,xKG g a,KG, this last isomorphism being the one which 
need not hold in FH. 
Induction step. Suppose we have found b; ,..., bi in FH satisfying: 
(a) b;FH,..., b:FH are independent; 
(b) for each i (1 < i < n), b:KG ,( aiKG; 
(c) for each i (1 < i < n), b,FH n Cj”_, b;FH # 0. 
If b,+,FH n Cy=, b;FH # 0 then we put bi,, = 0 to complete this step. 
Otherwise we choose some x E X such that b,+la~+l # 0 and proceed as in 
Step 1 to find some nonzero bi,, E b,+lFH such that bb+,KG 2 a,,,KG. This 
completes the induction. 
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By construction cf, b;FH is a large right ideal of FH. As F is a subfield of K 
and H is subnormal in G, Cz==, b:KG must therefore be a large right ideal of KG. 
But, also by construction ((a) and (b) above), we have 
and so the proof is complete. 
Notice that, by putting N = G in Theorem 1.3, we can in fact now retrieve 
Theorem A. 
Remark. We could, instead of assuming that N is a CC-group in Theorem 1.3, 
adopt the hypothesis: for any countable subset X of N there is a countable 
subgroup H of N containing X and ascendant in N (all that is really needed 
is that H be countable and large right ideals of KH generate large right ideals 
of KN). In particular, Theorem 1.3 would still be true if N were, instead of a CC- 
group, a group satisfying the normalizer condition (that is, if every proper 
subgroup of N were properly contained in its normalizer in N). A corollary to 
this would be: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose G satis$es the normalizer condition. If KG is prime 
nonsingular thenQ(KG) is either a division ring or a simple, directly injinite ring. 
Proof. If KG has no uniform right ideals then Q(KG) is simple and directly 
infinite by the analogue of Theorem 1.3. Otherwise G has no nontrivial locally 
finite normal subgroups (by [lo, Theorem 51). Hence, as G is locally nilpotent 
(each subgroup is ascendant so we can use [16, Lemma 2.34]), G is a torsion-free 
locally nilpotent group. Thus KG is an Ore domain. 
Thus we see that the Q(KG) in Proposition 1.4 is an SP(1) ring (see 18, 
Theorem 2.11). I do not know whether Proposition 1.4 is true for all locally 
nilpotent groups G. 
Nor do I know how relevant the CC property in Theorem 1.3 really is. One 
indication that it could be dropped is provided by the result, due to K. C. 
O’Meara (personal communication), that Q(KG) is simple and directly infinite 
if G is any (uncountable) symmetric group. But here again the proof relies on a 
countability condition. 
2. SOLUBLE GROUP ALGEBRAS 
Theorem 1.3 is especially useful when the subgroup N can be chosen so that 
a suitable intersection theorem holds (that is, when we know that 1 n KN # 0 
for each [relevant] nonzero ideal I of KG). For soluble group algebras such an 
intersection theorem is given by the following result (due to Zalesskii [19]). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose G is a soluble group. There is a characteristic subgroup 
N of G such that N is an FC-group andfor any nonzero ideal I of KG, I n KN # 0. 
Following Passman [14, page 811 we shall call this characteristic subgroup N 
the Zalesskii subgroup of G. 
Before we can use Theorem 2.1 in conjunction with Theorem 1.3 we need the 
following test for the presence of uniform right ideals in KN. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose KG is prime nonsingular and N is a normal subgroup 
of G. If KN has a uniform right ideal then N contains no nontrivial locally finite 
normal subgroups. 
Proof. Let H be the unique maximal locally finite normal subgroup of N. 
Then H is normal in G and so has no nontrivial finite characteristic subgroups 
(since d+(G) = 1). By [lo, Th eorem 31, KH has a uniform right ideal (since KN 
has). By [lo, Lemma 41 this is possible only if H is trivial and so the lemma is 
proved. 
We are now ready for the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose G is soluble and KG is prime and nonsingular. Then 
either KG is strongly prime or @KG) is simple and directly infinite. 
Proof. Let N be the Zalesskii subgroup of G. If N is torsion-free then KG 
is strongly prime by [lo, Proposition 71. Suppose N is not torsion-free. As N is 
an FC-group (by Theorem 2.1) it must have a nontrivial, locally finite, normal 
subgroup (namely, its torsion subgroup). By Lemma 2.2, KN has no uniform 
right ideals and so, by Theorem 1.3, Q(KG) is directly infinite. Furthermore, 
if I is a nonzero ideal of Q(KG) then I n KG is a nonzero ideal of KG and so, 
from Theorem 2.1, we get I n KN # 0. Using Theorem 1.3 again, we see that 
I = Q(KG) and so Q(KG) is simple, as required. 
Since a strongly prime ring has a simple, right self-injective iVZRQ ring 
(by [9, Corollary 1, page 218]), we can deduce immediately: 
COROLLARY 2.4. If KG is prime nonsingular and G is soluble then Q(KG) 
is a simple, right self-injective ring. 
Remark 1. It should be noted that each possibility in Theorem 2.3 can occur. 
If G is any torsion-free abelian group then KG is strongly prime but Q(KG) 
is not directly infinite. On the other hand, any locally finite, soluble group G 
for which KG is prime nonsingular (for example, G = A 2 B where A is a 
nontrivial, torsion, abelian group, with no elements of order char K, and B is an 
infinite, torsion abelian group) gives a simple, directly infinite Q(KG) for which 
KG is not strongly prime (by [9, Proposition 111.1(a)]). In particular, we see that 
a ring need not be strongly prime when its MRQ ring is simple (see [8, Example 
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(b), page 8261 for another example of this kind). Notice too that the possibilities 
in Theorem 2.3 are not mutually exclusive: if A is a nontrivial, torsion-free, 
abelian group and if B is an infinite, torsion, abelian group (A and B both 
countable) then the soluble group G = A 1 B gives a strongly prime group 
algebra KG (see [l, proof of Theorem 4.31) whose MRQ ring is simple and 
directly infinite. 
Remark 2. We drew attention in [l 1, following Theorem 2.31 to the parallel 
between our result for MRQ rings of prime nonsingular group algebras of locally 
finite CC-groups and Formanek and Snider’s result (in [5l) which shows that 
prime nonsingular group algebras of countable, locally finite groups are 
primitive. Unlike our result, which extends to arbitrary soluble locally finite 
groups (by Theorem 2.3), Formanek and Snider’s breaks down even for un- 
countable metabelian groups (as Domanov’s example shows; see Theorem I 
of [15]). 
Remark 3. Although we still had to rely on some measure of countability 
to prove Theorem 2.3, this result does mark a further departure from the 
countability hypothesis in Theorem A: there are many soluble groups having 
no nontrivial countable conjugacy classes. For example, consider G = A l B 
where A is a nontrivial abelian group and B is an uncountable abelian group. 
Suppose G is a soluble group such that KG is prime nonsingular, and let 
Q = Q(KG). By Corollary 2.4, Q is simple and right self-injective and so there 
are three possibilities (see Goodearl and Handelman [8]): Q must be either (i) 
simple Artinian, or (ii) simple and directly infinite, or (iii) simple, directly finite 
but not Artinian (that is, SP( 00)). We gave examples of (i) and (ii) in Remark 1. 
I do not know whether Q can be SP(co), but I consider below the form a 
“minimal” such example must take. Firstly we have another corollary to 
Theorem 1.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose KG is prime nonsingular and Q(KG) is directly 
finite. If N is a subnormal subgroup tken KN is prime rwnsitzgular and Q(KN) is 
directly finite. 
Proof. Suppose. first that N is normal in G. Then we already know that KN 
is nonsingular (see [2, (2.5)]) and Q(KN) is directly finite (since Q(KN) C Q(K%) 
by [6, Theorem 21). Now d+(N) is a normal subgroup of G and is certainly a 
CC-group. As Q(KG) is directly finite, Theorem 1.3 says that K[d+(N)] has 
uniform right ideals and so, by Lemma 2.2, d+(N) = 1 since d+(N) is itself 
locally finite. Thus KN is also prime. The result now follows by induction. 
Now suppose that G is a soluble group such that Q(KG) is SP(co), and suppose 
that G has minimal solubility class for this condition. By Proposition 2.5, 
Q(KG’) is simple, right self-injective and directly finite. By the minimality of 
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the class of G, Q(KG’) is not SP(c0) and so must be Artinian. Suppose G’ C 
H C G where H/G’ is the torsion subgroup of the abelian group G/G’. If Q(KH) 
were simple Artinian then, as G/H is torsion-free abelian, Q(KG) would also 
be simple Artinian (by the proof of [I, Theorem A]). Hence, by Proposition 
2.5, Q(KH) is SP(c0). We may thus assume that M is a normal subgroup of G 
such that Q(KM) is simple Artinian and G/M is torsion abelian. 
As G/M is abelian we can use Proposition 2.5 to assume G/M is countable 
(we just have to choose a countable extension H of M such that KH has an 
infinite direct sum of nonzero right ideals). Writing G/M as an ascending union 
of finite subgroups we see (by Proposition 2.5 again) that the right quotient 
ring Q(KM) . G of KG (see [lo, Lemma 2 and following]) is an ascending union 
of simple Artinian rings with the same identity. Hence we ask the following 
question: 
Suppose S is a ring (with identity) containing subrings S, _C S, C ... 
such that each S, is simple Artinian, and Un S, = S. If Q(S) 
ever SP( co)? 
(*) 
Such a ring S has a unique rank function N (since each S, is simple Artinian). 
Thus, by [8, Corollary 5.61, Q(S) is SP(c0) if and only if S has zero socle and, 
for each large right ideal L of S, sup{N(x): x EL} = 1. If the embeddings 
sn - %+I are such that each S, is centralized by some nontrivial idempotent 
of &,I I then the construction in Goodearl and Handelman’s Example (e) 
(see [8, page 8311) gives a large right ideal L of S with sup{N(x): x EL} < 1 
and so Q(S) is simple and directly infinite. However, in our case (where S = 
Q(KM) . G) such a construction is not always available. For example when M 
is abelian (that is, when G is metabelian) it is not difficult to show that any 
nonzero element of Q(KM) . G centralizingQ(KM) must be a unit in Q(KM) * G. 
Of course, if S has zero socle and has countable dimension over its centre then 
Q(S) is simple and directly infinite no matter what the embeddings S, + Sn+r 
look like (by [ 11, Theorem 1.31). 
Finally, K. R. Goodearl has pointed out that the question (*) is related to 
Roos’ conjecture that a directly finite, regular, right self-injective ring must also 
be left self-injective (cf. [8, Remarks, page 8001). The connection is as follows. 
If S is a prime regular ring whose MRQ ring is left self-injective, there is a 
rank function N on S such that sup{N(a): a E A} = 1 for any left ideal A of S 
such that r(A) = 0 (the proof is similar to that of [8, Corollary 5.61). But if S 
is a countable union of semisimple Artinian rings such that sot S = 0 and S has 
a rank function N, it is not too hard to construct a left ideal A of S with r(A) = 0 
and sup{N(a): a E A} < 1. Hence if there were a ring S as described in (*) with 
Q(S) an SP(c0) ring then Q(S) would not be left self-injective and so would be 
a counter-example to Roos’ conjecture. 
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3. GENERALIZED CC-GROUPS 
We saw in Section 2 how Theorem 1.3 can be improved upon when there is an 
intersection theorem available. Since the group N in Theorem 1.3 is a CC-group, 
it is natural to look among the class of generalized CC-groups for other inter- 
section theorems which could be used this way. That is what we do here. 
For any group G we write 
r(G) = {g E G: [C : C,(g)] d K,}. 
Then p(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G which we call the CC-centre of G 
(this is analogous to the FC-centre of a group: see [16, page 1211). Clearly G 
is a CC-group if and only if G = r(G). 
We define the upper CC-central series {I’,) of a group G by setting I’,(G) = 
r(G), 
and 
for each ordinal OL and each limit ordinal j3. We call the last term in this series the 
CC-hypercentre of G. If G coincides with its CC-hypercentre we say G is CC- 
hypercentral. 
EXAMPLE 1. It is easy to see that any hypercentral-by-countable group is 
CC-hypercentral. In particular, any periodic linear group is CC-hypercentral 
since by Wehrfritz [18, (941 such groups are nilpotent-by-countable. 
The analogy with generalized K-groups (see [16, page 1291) is no mere 
appearance. The following three results are proved by imitating the corresponding 
results for K-groups in Zalesskii [19, Lemmas 7 and 8, and Proposition 21. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose N is a subgroup of G and His a subgroup of N of countable 
index in N. Suppose a E KG and for each x E H, ax = xa. Then 
supp a C {g E G: [N : C,(g)] < NJ. 
Proof. Let g E supp a. For any x E H we have g” E supp a (since ax = a) 
and so g has only finitely many H-conjugates (as supp a is finite). Hence 
[H : C,(g)] is finite and so [N : C,(g)] < N, and the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let N be the CC-hypercentre of G and suppose that I is an ideal 
of KG such that In KN # 0. Then In K[F(G)] # 0. 
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Proof. Denote by (H) the statement: if I is a nonzero ideal of KH such that 
[G : G(I)] < N, , where G(I) = {g E G: gig-l = I}, then I n K[T(G)] # 0. 
We shall prove, by transfinite induction, that (r,) is true for all ordinals 01. 
The result will then follow because N = r, for some (Y. The case where u is a 
limit ordinal is trivial so we suppose that (I’,) is true and prove (I’,,,). 
Let I be a nonzero ideal of KT’,,, such that [G : G(I)] < K, . Choose 0 # 
a E I such that 
a = Q?, + azg2 + ..* + Q!n 
where each a, E KF= , each gi E r,,, , and n is minimal for all these properties. 
We may suppose g, = 1. 
Let L = {x E G: for each i, xgix-lgj-’ E r,} so that L is a subgroup of G of 
countable index in G (since each gi E I’,,,). Let 
J = {b, E Kr,: b, + b,g, + .** + b,g, EI for some b, ,..., b, E Kr,}. 
Then 0 # a, E / and 1 is an ideal of K& (since r, is normal in r,,,). Further- 
more G(j) contains L n G(I) an so has countable index in G. Hence, as (I’,) d 
is true, we have J n K[r(G)] # 0. Thus we may choose a above so that supp a, C 
r(G). 
Now let C = n {C,(g): g E supp a,} so that C has countable index in G. 
Then M = C n L n G(I) still has countable index in G and, for each x E M, 
we have 
-1 xax - a = i [(xa,x-l)(xgix-lg;') - Ui] gi EL 
i-2 
The terms in square brackets all lie in Kr= and so, by the minimality of n, 
xax-1 - a = 0 and so ax = xu for all x E M. By Lemma 3.1 it follows that 
supp a _C r(G) and so (I’,,,) is t rue. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G and N is CC- 
hypercentral. If I is a nonze~o ideal of KG there is some nonzero a E I with 
supp a C (g E G: [N : C,(g)] < N,}. 
Proof. Choose some nonzero a E I such that 
where each ui E KN, each gi E G and n is minimal for all these properties. We 
may assume that g, = 1. The set 
J = {b, E KN: b, + b,g, + 3.1 + b,g, E Ifor some b2 ,..., b, E KN} 
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is a nonzero ideal of KN (since a, E ] and N is normal in G). As N is CC-hyper- 
central we have J n K[r(N)] # 0 by Lemma 3.2. Hence we may assume 
that a has been chosen so that supp ur c r(N). 
Let H = n {C,(g): g E supp a,} so that H has countable index in N. For 
each x E H 
xux-l - U = i2 [(XUiX-‘) X(giX-‘gi’) - Qi] gi E I 
so that, by the minima& of n, xu = a. By Lemma 3. I, it follows that 
supp u C {g E G: [N : C,(g)] < N,) 
as required. 
We can now prove another intersection theorem for use with Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose N is a CC-hypercentrul normal subgroup of G such 
that {g E G: [N : C,(g)] < K,} C N. If I is a rwnzero ideal of KG then In 
WV91 + 0. 
Hence if KG is prime and nonsingular, and if K[r(IV)] has na unijiim right 
ideals, Q(KG) is simple and directly infinite. 
Proof. Since the set {g E G: [N : C,(g)] < Ha} lies inside Nit coincides with 
r(N). Hence if I is a nonzero ideal of KG, Proposition 3.3 implies that In 
K[r(NJ] # 0. Th e second assertion now follows from Theorem 1.3 as r(N) is 
a CC-group which is normal in G. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If G is u nontrivial periodic linear group such that KG is 
prime and nor&g&r then Q(KG) is simple and directly injinite. 
Proof. By Example 1, we know that G is CC-hypercentral. As G is a non- 
trivial locally finite group (see, for instance, [18, (4.9)]) so is I’(G) and Lemma 
2.2 shows that K[r(G)] has no uniform right ideals. Putting N = G in Theorem 
3.4 now completes the proof. 
For our second application of Theorem 3.4 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose the group N is an infinite direct product of copies of the 
(nuntriviul) group A. If KN is nonsingular and has a @form right ideal then KN 
is un Ore domain. 
Proof. Suppose N = A(‘) where I is an infinite set and A(‘) means the direct 
product of 1 I 1 copies of A. Suppose 0 # a E KN such that aKN is a uniform 
right ideal of KN. There is a finite subset J of I such that supp a c A(‘). Let 
M = A(I\J) so that, as I is infinite, M g N. We show first that KM is a domain. 
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Let b, c be nonzero elements of KM such that bc = 0. Since M n (supp a) = 1 
and M centralizes supp a, we have UC = ca # 0 and, similarly, ba # 0. If 
Q = Q(KN) then Q . IS a regular ring and so aQ is a minimal right ideal of Q 
(since aKN is uniform). Hence cuQ = UCQ = aQ. As bc = 0 this implies that 
ba = 0 which is impossible. Hence KM is indeed a domain. Thus KN is a 
domain (since M G N) with a uniform right ideal and so must be an Ore 
domain. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose A is a nontrivial CC-hypercentral group and B is 
any in.nite group. Let G = A { B and suppose G is uncountable. If K is afield such 
that KG is non&g&r then either KG is strongly prime OY Q(KG) is simple and 
directly infinite. 
Proof. Notice that d+(G) = 1 by [13, Lemma 21.5(iv)] and so KG is prime. 
Let N be the base group of G so that N g A@) and G is a split extension of N 
by B. Since A is CC-hypercentral so is N. It is not difficult (just messy) to show 
that any element of G having only countably many distinct N-conjugates must 
lie in N (as either A or B must be uncountable). Hence {g E G: [N : C,(g)] < 
K,} C N. By Theorem 3.4 we have In K[I’(N)] # 0 for any nonzero ideal I 
of KG. 
If K[I’(N)] has no uniform right ideals then Theorem 3.4 tells us that Q(KG) 
is simple and directly infinite. Suppose K[T(N)] does have a uniform right ideal. 
Since r(N) g (I’(A))tB), Lemma 3.6 implies that K[r(N)] is an Ore domain. 
By the intersection theorem in the previous paragraph it follows that each 
nonzero ideal of KG contains a non-zero-divisor of KG (namely, a nonzero 
element of KN). Hence KG is strongly prime, as required. 
Of course if G in Corollary 3.7 is countable, our argument producing the 
intersection theorem breaks down and the best we can do is refer back to Theo- 
rem A: Q(KG) is either simple and directly infinite or a full linear ring. I do not 
know whether such full linear rings must also be simple (and so Artinian); for a 
discussion of this question see [lo]. 
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